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Dear Educator:

We are pleased to present you with an integrated, comprehensive learning
packet that helps chidren learn about and care for one of our vital
environments –– the sea.

This packet of 27 activities is designed to be easy-to-use and integrate into
California State Board of Education’s curriculum frameworks.  The activities
are divided into three age groups:  9-year olds, 10-year olds, and 11-year
olds.  Each activity lists the materials needed for the activity.  The format is
Get set, Go catch, and Sailing.

Get set lists the advance preparation and set up activities;

Go catch lists the implementation steps;

Sailing offers extended learning activities that often

involve families, communities and school child
nutrition and food service personnel.

The poster and stickers that complement the Golden Seas Activity Kit are
included in several activities.  (For information on how to order these
elements, refer to the order form or contact the California Seafood Council.)
The Appendix includes background information and “further reading” about
California’s Golden Seas.

We would appreciate your taking a minute to complete and return the
enclosed Feedback and Evaluation Form once you have had an opportunity
to review and try some of the activities.  Your feedback is important to us.

We hope that you and your students will enjoy learning about California’s
Golden Seas.

Sincerely,

Diane Pleschner, Manager
California Seafood Council

California’s Golden Seas



California’s Golden Seas
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Curriculum Framework Connections

L e s s o n Sci.   Math   Soc.Sci.    Lang.Arts   Health   Vis.Arts   Type of Activity
         Group   Indiv.

Age 9
Gone Fishing X X X X
Personal Pyramid X X X X X X
Seafood Safety Head. X X X X X X X
Fact Finders X X X X X X X
Golden Treasures X X X X X X X X
Sealore X X X X X
Seastyle X X X X X X X
Journey Game X X X X X
Balance and Care X X X X X X

Age 10
Building Blocks X X X X X
Seaward Bound P.port X X X X X X X
Hooked on Quality X X X X X X
Track Me on Land/Sea X X X X
Chart the Harvest X X X X X X
Current Event X X X X
Net (Web) of Life X X X X
On Course X X X X X
SAVE Project X X X X

Age 11
Seafood Health Scr. X X X X
Solving the Label Puzzle X X X X X
Eye on Quality X X X X X X
Detective Cal C.Food X X X X X
Mark My Channel X X X X X X
Gear-Up Sit. Solvers X X X X X X X
Creating a Seascape X X X X
Mystery of El Niño X X X X
Crossword X X X X X X X

California’s Golden Seas



California’s Golden Seas

Feedback and Evaluation Form
Please help us evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the California’s Golden Seas
integrated, collaborative learning packet of activities.  THANK YOU.

I am a __________________________ from ______________________________
     (title)      (organization)

1. What were the ages of the children involved with these activities?  (Please
circle one or more)

under 9 9 10 11 over 11 mixed ages (from___to___)

2. Please comment on the following about this learning packet:

Age-appropriateness     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Ease of use     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Augments frameworks     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Children’s interest level     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Format of activities     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Handouts/other materials     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Number of activities     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Readability     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Encourage cooperative learning( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Culturally sensitive     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Information useful     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Easy-to-find activities     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Poster     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor
Stickers     ( ) Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair       ( ) Poor

Comments:

3. Please give us feedback on the activities you used:  (If more space is needed,
please  use separate sheet of paper.)

Name of activity Comments



Feedback and Evaluation Form – 2

4. Which activities did you feel were the best?  Why?

5. What activities and/or handouts do you recommend for a Spanish-language version of the
learning packet?

6. What were the strong points of this learning packet?

7. Did you use this learning packet for specific subject matter (science, health etc.)?

Yes _______  No ________

If yes, what was/were the subject(s)?

8. What do you think is the best way for us to make this learning packet available to
teachers?

9. How can this learning packet be improved?

PLEASE RETURN YOUR FEEDBACK AND EVALUATION FORM TO:

CALIFORNIA’S GOLDEN SEAS
c/o California Seafood Council

PO Box 91540
Santa Barbara, CA 93190

or e-mail your comments to:  seafood @ ca–seafood.org

THANK YOU for your help.
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Gone Fishing  Age 9, Group

45 minutes, indoors or outdoors

Objective: Summarize the health benefits of eating seafood.

Materials Catch cards, navigation cards, magnetized tape or small
magnets, fishing line or string, unsharpened pencils or twigs, metal paper clips, fish
tank or shoe box.

Get set
√ Duplicate and cut out catch cards and navigation cards.
√ Cut 12” of fishing line or string for each person.
√ Distribute magnets or small pieces of magnetized tape, pencils or twigs,

line, paper clips and catch cards.  (Note:  Individuals can take turns sharing
fishing gear if there aren’t enough materials for everyone.)

√ Tie the clip to one end of the line and the pencil to the other end.
√ Glue the magnet or place the magnetized tape onto the back of the catch

card.

√ Place the catch cards in the fish tank or shoe box, magnet side up.

Go catch
√ Take turns “fishing” for the catch cards.
√ Read the word on the catch card pulled from the tank or shoe box.
√ Find and read the matching navigation card.
√ Continue playing until all of the cards are gone.
√ Review the importance of nutrients in our diet.

Sailing
√ Take navigation cards and catch cards home to put on the refrigerator.
√ Play Gone Fishing with family and friends.

9



10

Catch Cards

       PROTEIN                      CHOLESTEROL                 CALORIES

       CARBO-
       HYDRATES                     SODIUM

          FAT                             VITAMIN D

      OMEGA-3
     FATTY ACIDS                   CALCIUM

      MINERALS                      B VITAMINS

      VITAMINS                       VITAMIN A

✁CUT ALONG DASHED LINES
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Navigation Cards

PROTEIN helps you grow strong      Your body needs small amounts of
and build muscles.  It also helps      CHOLESTEROL to keep your internal
your hair and nails gr ow.  Seafood      organs healthy.  Too much cholesterol
is a good source of protein.      can harm your heart and circulatory

     system.  Most seafood is low in
     cholesterol.

FAT provides energy.  However, too      The best way to get your VITAMINS is
much fat, especially saturated fat,      to eat a variety of foods.  Seafood has
increases your chances of getting      vitamins that help keep your eyesight,
such diseases as cancer, heart      bones and nerves healthy.
disease and obesity.  Seafood has
very little saturated fat.

CARBOHYDRATES provide quick      Your body needs small amounts of
energy for working and playing.      many different MINERALS to stay
Breads and cereals are good      healthy.  Most seafood contains a
sources of carbohydrates.      variety of minerals.

OMEGA-3 FATTY ACIDS are good      CALCIUM is an important mineral for
for your body and health.  They can      growing children and for adults.  It
protect you against heart disease      helps form teeth and bones and keeps
and some other diseases.  Seafood      them strong.  Canned sardines and
is a natural source of omega-3 fatty      salmo processed bone-in are a
acids.      source of calcium.

✁ CUT ALONG DASHED LINES



✁ CUT ALONG DASHED LINES

Too much SODIUM is not good for      VITAMIN D helps bones and teeth
you, but your body needs some      grow healthy.  Herring and mackerel
sodium to make your nerves and      are two seafoods that contain
muscles work right.  Sodium chloride      vitamin D.
makes sea water salty.  Although
fish live in seawater, seafood is no
higher in sodium than other muscle
proteins.

CALORIES tell you how much      B VITAMINS help keep your nerves
energy is in food.  The more calories      healthy and help you think clearly.
in a food, the more energy that food      Shellfish and fish contain B vitamins.
has.  Calories provide energy for
playing and other physical activity.

VITAMIN A helps you see.  Some
seafoods, such as sardines,
contain vitamin A.

Navigation Cards – 2
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Personal  Age 9, Independent

Pyramid 45 minutes, indoors or outdoors

Objective: Identify the food groups in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Food Guide Pyramid and summarize the number of daily servings
recommended from each food group for growth and good health.

Materials Food guide pyramid, personal pyramid, food pyramid
discussion guide, scissors, color markers or crayons, tape or glue.

Get set
√ Duplicate and distribute the food guide pyramid and personal pyramid.
√ Discuss the importance of eating a variety of foods for growth and health.
√ Refer to the food guide pyramid as a road map to good eating.
√ Explain that we should eat more of the foods that are at the bottom of the

pyramid and less of the foods at the top.
√ Emphasize the importance of variety and moderation.

Go catch
√ Have individuals select foods for their personal pyramids.  Encourage them

to select foods that they like as well as foods that they would like to try,
perhaps an unusual seafood that is in the California’s Golden Seas booklet.

√ Stress the imortance of choosing foods from each group in the right
quantities and emphasize the importance of substituting foods naturally low
in fat, such as seafood, for high fat foods, such as sausage or salami.

√ Discuss the selections.  Mention that personal pyramids may be very
different and still be consistent with good nutrition.

√ Illustrate and construct personal food pyramids.
√ Review personal pyramids daily.
√ Have individuals develop a secret pyramid health message each day to

place in a friend’s personal pyramid.  Example:  I tried rockfish (Pacific
snapper) last night for dinner.  Have you tried any seafood yet?

Sailing
√ The wide variety of seafoods available, and the many ways to prepare

seafood, make it easy to start or maintain healthy eating habits.
√ Share personal pyramids with families.  Keep them near the shopping list.
√ Help someone at home complete a personal pyramid.  What was learned by

helping someone else?
13



California’s Golden Seas

Food pyramid discussion guide

√ What foods are in the bread and cereal group?  Should cake be in this
group?

√ What fruits and vegetables have you eaten today?

√ Would apple pie or punch be included in the fruit and vegetable group?

√ How many servings of fruits should you have every day?

√ How many servings of vegetables should you have every day?

√ How many servings of meat, poultry, fish, shellfish, dry beans, nuts and
eggs should you have every day?

√ Have you had any fish or shellfish this week?  today?

√ How many of you have had milk, yogurt or cheese today?  How many
servings do you need every day?

√ Foods in the extras group have a lot of fat and sugar in them.  What foods
do you think might be in this group?

The key to climbing the pyramid and healthy eating is choosing foods low in fat
and sugar.  These foods include fish, shellfish, fruits, vegetables, pasta, lowfat
milk or cheeses, poultry such as chicken and turkey, lean beef, pork or lamb,
whole wheat breads, and cereal without sugar coatings.  Keep in mind, that the
other side of the good health equation is keeping active.  Play actively for at least
60 minutes each day.
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Fats, Oils and Sweets
USE SPARINGLY

Milk, Yogurt and                                                                     Seafood, Meat,
Cheese Group Poultry, Dry Beans,
2–3 SERVINGS Eggs and Nuts

Group
2–3 SERVINGS

Vegetable Fruit Group
Group 2–4 SERVINGS
3–5
SERVINGS

Bread, Cereal, Rice and Pasta Group
6–11 SERVINGS
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Food Guide Pyramid

A Guide to Daily Food Choices
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Seafood  Age 9, Group or Independent

Safety 90 minutes, indoors or outdoors

Headlines

Objective: Summarize seafood safety information and use safety
concepts in a poster or cartoon

Materials The Seafood Review (see appendix), blank 8 1/2” x 11” (or
larger) sheets of paper, crayons, color markers or pencils.

Get set
√ Duplicate The Seafood Review and distribute with paper and markers.

Go catch
√ Read The Seafood Review.
√ Discuss seafood safety and quality tips.
√ Draw a safety poster or cartoon that illustrates the tips.
√ Encourage some of the posters or cartoons to be in Spanish and other

languages.

Sailing
√ Display posters in the cafeteria and have other students vote for their

favorites.
√ Develop a ballot and a voting box.  Involve foodservice personnel in the

voting process.

19



Fact  Age 9, Group or Independent

Finders Three 45-minute periods

Indoors or outdoors

Objective: Identify 15 seafood species native to the waters that
border California by preparing and reading stories based on information in the
California’s Golden Seas booklet.

Materials California’s Golden Seas poster, California’s Golden
Seas booklet (see appendix), paper, scissors, stapler (or paper hole punch and yarn
or ribbon), color markers or crayons.

Get set
√ Duplicate California’s Golden Seas booklet.

Go catch
√ Read California’s Golden Seas booklet, either independently or aloud as a

group.
√ Review poster.
√ Discuss the information in the booklet.

Who has tried or seen some of the species of California seafood?
List seafood species that haven’t been tried.
What species are in season now?

√ Have each individual pick a seafood species and create a seafood storybook
that addresses the following questions:

Who am I?  (name of the species)
Where do I live?  (habitat)
What do I eat?  (what other species)
Why am I good to eat?  (nutritional benefits/flavor)
How do fisher folk catch me?  (fishing gear used)
When do fisher folk catch me?  (season)

√ Read the stories aloud or share with a younger group of children.
√ Illustrate the storybooks.

Sailing
√ Have a seafood tasting party.
√ Go to a supermarket to see what California seafood species are available.

20



Golden  Age 9, Group or Independent

Treasures Indoors, with kitchen equipment

Objective: Explore the variety of flavorful California seafood by
sampling and creating meals from around the world.

Time: Two or three 45-minute periods to prepare a Seafood Recipe Treasure
Chest, 45 minutes to prepare each recipe provided.

Materials Recipe treasure chest pattern, recipe cards, scissors,
lightweight cardboard (poster board), equipment list, tape or glue, color markers and
other decorations such as beads, sequins, glitter, old consumer magazines, 5 x 7-inch

index cards (optional).

Get set
√ Duplicate treasure chest pattern and recipe cards.
√ Distribute materials.

Go catch
√ Construct and decorate seafood recipe treasure chests.
√ Have everyone complete a recipe card with a seafood recipe from another

country (seafood pizza, ceviche, seafood taco, cioppino, bouillabaisse,
seafood kabob, etc.)  A trip to the library or old consumer magazines from
home might help with this project.

√ Duplicate the completed cards so everyuone has a set for the recipe
treasure chest.  (The recipes could be glued to index cards or lightweight
cardboard.)

Sailing
√ Prepare some of the recipes as a group.
√ Make a seafood recipe treasure chest for a gift for Mother’s Day, Father’s

Day, Christmas, Hanukkah or other holiday.
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Golden State Pizza Serves 4

non-stick cooking spray
1 10-ounce package refrigerated pizza dough or favorite pizza dough
3/4 cup pizza-style tomato sauce
8 ounces cooked California crab meat
2 tablespoos sliced black olives, optional
6 ounces lowfat Monterey Jack or cheddar cheese, or combination

1. Preheat oven to 425 degrees F.
2. Spray 12-inch pizza pan or baking sheet with cooking spray.
3. Place refrigerated dough on pan.  Press to desired shape.
4. Cover top of dough with sauce.
5. Spread California crab meat and olives on top of sauce.
6. Grate cheese.  Spread cheese over crab meat.
7. Place pizza on center rack of oven.  Bake until crust is golden,

15 to 20 minutes.

Pacific Golden Bundles Serves 4

4 12-inch square sheets of foil*    1    green onion
non-stick cooking spray    1/2    bell pepper

4 4-ounce California swordfish steaks    4    large slices fresh pineapple
OR fillets, 1” thick    OR caned pineapple

1. Preheat oven to 500 degrees F.
2. Spray a side of foil squares with cooking spray.
3. Place swordfish on lower half of foil squares.
4. Chop onion and bell pepper.  Top fish with vegetables and pineapple.
5. Fold topp half of foil over fish.  Seal edges by folding top and bottom together

tightly.
6. Place bundles on a baking sheet on center rack of oven.  Bake for 15 minutes.
*Microwave directions:  Use sheets of baking parchment paper in place of foil.  Follow
directions #2 through #6, substituting baking parchment and a microwave safe dish.
Cook bundles on HIGH for 1- 1/2 minutes.  Rotate bundles and cook for another 1-1/2
minutes.  Remove bundles.  Let stand for 3 to 5 minutes.
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California Thresher Shark Soup
Serves 2

2 cups cold water
1 3-ounce dry noodle soup mix with seasoning
1/4 pound thresher shark
1 green onion

1. Place water in saucepan. 7. Cover pan.  Simmer 3 minutes.
2. Boil water on MEDIUM heat. 8. Break noodles.  Add to broth.
3. Cut shark into 4 pieces.  Set aside. 9. Cover pan.  Simmer 3 minutes.
4. Chop green onion.  Set aside. 10. Remove from heat.
5. Place seasoning in boiling water. 11. Ladle into soup bowls.
6. Reduce heat to low.  Add shark. 12. Garnish with onion.

California Calamari Marinara
Makes 3 cups

4 garlic cloves    1    28-ounce can whole tomatoes
2 onions    1/2    teaspoon dried basil
10 mushrooms     1/2    teaspoon sugar
2 pounds California squid     1/4    teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon olive oil      1/2     teaspoon dried oregano

1. Chop garlic, onions and mushrooms.     4. Add remaining ingredients to pan.
2. Clean and cut squid into  1/2

”
  rings.     5. Break up tomatoes with spoon.

3. In large skillet, heat oil on LOW     6. Cook over MEDIUM heat until
heat.  Add garlic, onions and sauce thickens.  Approximately
mushrooms.  Sauté until tender. 30 minutes.

California Calamari Marinara is excellent served over hot pasta and topped with grated
Parmesan cheese.
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California Snappy Snapper Serves 4

1 pound California snapper or rockfish 1 cup fresh mild tomato salsa
fillets 4 ounces lowfat Monterey
non-stick cooking spray Jack cheese

1. Preheat oven to 500 degrees F.
2. Calculate cooking time:  Measure fish at thickest point.  Allow 10 minutes of

cooking time per 1 - inch of thickness.  Add 5 minutes to the total cooking time
because the fish will be cooked in a sauce.

3. Spray baking dish with cooking spray.  Carefully remove any bones from fish.
4. Rinse fillets in cold water.  Pat dry.  Place in 9” x 13” baking dish.
5. Spoon salsa over fillets.
6. Grate cheese.  Sprinkle cheese over salsa.
7. Place uncovered baking dish on middle rack of oven.  Bake for time calculated.

This dish served with steamed rice and vegetables is delicious.

California Albacore Salad
Serves 6

2 6-ounce cans albacore tuna*      1/2        teaspoon black pepper
2 15-ounce cans white beans      1/2        teaspoon dried basil OR
1 red onion      1        tablespoon fresh basil
1 yellow or green bell pepper      2        tablespoons lowfat Italian dressing
10 parsley sprigs
1 tomato
2 cloves garlic

1. Drain tuna and beans.  Set aside.
2. Chop onion, bell pepper, parsley, tomatoes and garlic.  Set aside.
3. In a large bowl, combine ingredients.
4. Gently toss to combine flavors.  Cover and refrigerate at least 4 hours before

serving.

One pound of poached and chilled Spanish mackerel, albacore, bonito or other tuna
may be used.
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California Bounty Serves 4

1 California pear 1 tablespoon vegetable oil
3 tablespoons lemo juice 1 tablespoon butter
1/2 cup seedless California grapes 2 tablespoons chopped California
1/3 cup flour pistachios OR almonds
1/4 teaspoon EACH salt and pepper 1 pound California sole fillets
1/4 teaspoon dill weed

1. Core, peel and chop pear.     6. Place fillets on plate.  Set aside.
2. Combie pear and lemon juice in bowl.     7. Heat oil in large skillet.  Add fillets.
3. Slice grapes in half.  Add to pears.     8. Cook fillets until golden brown.

Set aside.     9. Remove fish from skillet when
4. Place flour, salt, pepper and dill weed fish turns opaque.

into plastic bag.  Close top.  Shake.     10. Add butter and nuts to skillet.
5. Place one fillet at a time into the bag     11. Add fruit.  Heat until warm.

with flour mixture.  Shake to cover     12. Top fillets with fruit and nuts.
fillet.  Repeat for each fillet.
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Equipment List
Golden State Pizza California Calamari Marinara
oven OR toaster/broiler oven large skillet and stove top or burner
one 12” pizza pan or baking pan OR electric skillet
OR two smaller pans for a chopping board
  toaster/broiler oven non-sharp knife
measuring cups measuring spoons
measuring spoons wooden spoon
non-sharp knife
chopping board Pacific Golden Bundles
cheese grater oven OR toaster/broiler oven
spatula OR microwave
pizza cutter or knife baking sheet or microwave-safe

  baking dish
California Snappy Snapper non-sharp knife

chopping board
oven OR toaster/broiler oven
one 9” X 13” baking pan California Thresher Shark Soup
OR two 9” x 9” baking pans for
  toaster/broiler oven stove top or burner
ruler, paper, pencil medium saucepan with lid
tweezers or fork measuring cup
measuring spoons non-sharp knife
measuring cups chopping board
large spoon ladle
paper towel soup bowls

California Albacore Salad California Bounty
can opener large skillet and stove top or burner
non-sharp knife OR electric skillet
chopping board measuring spoons
measuring cups measuring cups
measuring spoons non-sharp knife
large bowl chopping board
large spoon plastic bags
refrigerator pancake turner

dinner plate
26
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Directions for Treasure Chest Recipe Box

Copy the pattern pages onto colored paper.  Assemble pattern pages together
and tape as indicated.  Glue the paper to a heavier cardboard or chipboard with a
spray glue.  Cut through on the solid line, being careful to cut up to and not
through the fold lines.  Use a razor blade or Exacto knife to cut the small slits on
the front.  Fold on the fold lines so that the box takes the shape shown below.  To
allow the top to curl over like an arched treasure chest, use a pencil and roll the
top to create a curl to the paper.  Carefully attach tape at the corners to hold the
sides together.  Tuck the top in by tucking the tab inside while sliding the belts into
the slits from the outside.
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Sealore Age 9, Group or Independent

45 minutes, indoors or outdoor s

Objective: Create a story that reflects historical facts about
California’s seafood industry.

Materials California’s Golden Seas booklet (see appendix), paper,
crayons or markers, tape recorder (optional)

Get set
√ Review California’s Golden Seas booklet.
√ Explain that sealore is the same as folklore, only it is about the traditions

and customs of fisher folk and the sea.  It combines fact and imagination.

Go catch
√ Have individuals use their imaginations to draw an Old Mariner.
√ Use the Old Mariner drawings to stimulate thoughts for their sealore.
√ Have individuals, as a group or independently, create a sealore based on

California fishing traditions.  Encourage creativity.
√ Share individual sealore tales with the group.
√ Record the sealore (optional).
√ How does the sealore differ from what really happened?

Sailing
√ Create a sea tale about present day fisher folk by writing a story at home.
√ Invite a fisherman or fisherwoman to speak about his/her fishing tales and

stories.
√ View the “Gone Fishin’” video.
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Seastyle Age 9, Group or Independent

45 minutes, indoors or outdoors

Objective: Examine the anatomy and lifestyle of fish.

Materials California’s Golden Seas booklet (see appendix), Fishstyle
sheet, How do fish… sheet, pencils or chalkboard and chalk, poster or transparency
and crayons

Get set
√ Duplicate and distribute Fishstyle and How do fish… pages  OR

superimpose the information on a chalkboard, poster or transparency for
group discussion.

Go catch
√ Review California’s Golden Seas booklet.
√ Discuss the lifestyle and habitats of fish with those of mammals.

How do they breathe?
How do they sleep?
How do you determine a fish’s age?
What do they eat?
How far do they travel?
Why is this information important to fishermen and fisherwomen?

√ Review what variables affect the lifestyle and habitat of fish.

Sailing
√ Take a trip to an aquarium to study finfish and shellfish.
√ Compare the different species.

Are there flatfish and roundfish?
Do all shellfish have external shells?
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Finfish – Aquatic (water) animals with a backbone and fins.  Finfish live in
water and breathe through gills.  Basic limbs are fins.  Fish are usually covered
with scales or plates.  They come in many shapes and sizes.

Shellfish – Aquatic animals with no backbone and usually with a shell.
Dungeness crab, California spiny lobster, market squid, mussels, oysters, shrimp
and clams are shellfish.  Unlike most shellfish, squid have an internal shell, called
a “pen.”

Fishstyle
Anatomy of a Fish
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How do fish …
How do fish swim? Fish swim by flexing their bodies and tail, called a
caudal fin, back and forth.  This is done by expanding their muscles on one side of
their body, while relaxing the muscles on the other side, propelling them forward
through the water.

How do fish eat? Fish eat mostly other smaller water creatures, including small
fish and shellfish.  Some fish and many shellfish called bivalve mollusks filter food
by sifting nutrients out of the water.

How do fish see? The eyes of a fish are very similar to human eyes, and a fish
sees best at close range.

How do fish smell? A fish’s nose is actually two openings on the head.  The
sense of smell is very important to fish because it helps them find their food.

How do fish hear? Fish hear through ear bones, called otoliths, which vibrate
when sound waves pass through the fish.  Fish also have a lateral line along each
side of their body which picks up water movement.  The lateral line helps a fish find
and capture food and avoid enemies.

How do fish reproduce? Reproduction is different according to the species but
generally follows three basic methods.  In most cases, the female drops eggs in
the water, which are immediately fertilized by sperm from the male.  Another way is
for fertilization to occur within the female’s body before she drops the eggs into the
water.  The third and final method happens when the female retains the fertilized
eggs within her body and the young are born alive.  Some sharks, rockfish, gup-
pies and most surfperch give birth this way.

Label the :  gill cover, caudal fin, eyes, nose, mouth, lateral line
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Journey Age 9,  Small groups

Game 45 minutes, indoors or outdoors

Objective: Summarize California seafood industry issues using a
board game.

Materials California’s Golden Seas poster, journey masters,
California’s Golden Seas gear vessel coins, California’s Golden Seas dollars,
navigation sheets, one di, overhead transparencies, clear self-adhesive contact paper
(optional).

Get set
√ Form small groups (5 to 7 players for each game board).
√ Duplicate masters according to the number of game sets needed.

Note:  Duplicate journey masters on overhead transparencies.  Duplicate
two sheets of money for each player ($230).  Cut out coins and dollars.

√ Assemble journey transparencies.
√ Cover poster with clear self-adhesive contact paper (optional).
√ Place assembled journey transparencies over the poster and tape to poster,

if desired.

Go catch
√ Designate an individual to be the captain of the boat.  The captain reads the

navigation statements, distributes the dollars and maintains the bank.
√ Give each individual or mate one coin and $230 in golden seas dollars.
√ Each player rolls the di.  The highest roll begins the game.
√ Read the game directions.  The game should proceed in a clockwise direction.
√ When the first mate completes the California’s Golden Seas Journey by landing

on the finish marker (#56 California’s Golden Seas Port), the game stops.
√ To determine the winner, each mate counts his/her California Golden Seas

dollars and adds the number that his/her vessel is on to the dollar amount.
For example, if a mate has $50 and is on number 21, that mate’s score is 71.
The mate with the highest score wins.

Sailing
√ Play the Journey Game at home with family and friends.
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Journey Game Directions
√ Each game board should have 5 to 7 players.

√ One player is CAPTAIN and the others are the MATES.

√ Mates choose a Gear Vessel Coin and put it on the AT HOME (#1) circle.

√ Give the Captain the California’s Golden Seas dollars and the Navigation
Sheet.

√ The Captain distributes $230 in dollars to each mate as follows:  two $50s,
four $20s, four $10s, and two $5s.

√ Each Mate takes a turn rolling the di or number cube.

√ The player with the highest number begins the game by rolling the di and
moving the gear vessel coin ahead the number of spaces (circles)
indicated on the di.

√ The Captain reads the statement on the Navigation Sheet that matches the
number that the mate lands on.  For example, if six is rolled, the mate
counts six spaces and waits to hear the navigation statement that the
Captain reads next to the number six.

√ The mate does whatever the statement instructs him/her to do.  For
example, receive $10 to donate to a marine biology research program.

√ Next, the mate to the left of the first player rolls the cube and the game
continues until one of the mates lands on #56, the California’s Golden Seas
Port.  To land on the port, the mate must roll the cube and get the EXACT
number that would allow the mate to sail into the port.  For example, if a mate
is on #50, the mate needs to roll a six to sail his/her vessel into port and
declare the game over.

√ Once the game is declared over, each mate must tally his/her score.  To
determine the score, the mate adds the dollars he/she has left to the number
that his/her vessel is on.  For example, if a mate is on #32 and has $20, that
mate’s score is 52.

√ The mate with the highest score wins.
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Navigation Sheet
The captain reads the statements that correspond to the numbers the players (mates)
land on when they roll the di.

1. START

2. Restaurant  -  Restaurant manager is training the kitchen staff on how to keep
high quality seafood.  GO AHEAD 2 spaces and receive $15 to spend at your favorite
seafood restaurant.

3. Dry Dock  -  Boat engine will not start and needs repair.  Lose 2 days of fishing.
GO BACK 2 spaces and pay $50 for repairs.

4. Los Angeles  -  At school learning about how fisher folk help feed Californians
the nutritious and delicious harvest from the sea.  GO AHEAD 3 spaces and receive $5
for school lunch.

5. Shoreline  -  Weather is cold and stormy.  The ocean is rough and giant waves
pound the beach.  Lobsters move offshore.  Can’t launch fishing boat to set traps.  Lose
5 days of trapping.  GO BACK 4 spaces and lose $40.

6. Tide pool  -  Take a field trip to the ocean shore during low tide.  Use a
waterscope to search for the sea’s treasures.  GO AHEAD 2 spaces and receive $5 for
materials to make a friend a waterscope.

7. Beachcombing  -  Walk on the beach, looking for shells washed ashore by the
tide.  Drop a juice can and empty lunch bag on the sand.  GO BACK 6 spaces for
littering the beach, pick up your litter, and pay a $20 fine.

8. Sea urchins  -  See a round, red spiny object known as a sea urchin and take it
home as a decoration.  GO BACK 7 spaces for disturbing tidepools.  Pay a $15 fine.

9. Spiny lobster  -  Spiny lobster are prized by seafood connoisseurs in both Asia
and Europe.  Trap 15 lobsters and ship them to Europe alive.  GO AHEAD 3 spaces
and receive $75, your profit after paying for lobster bait and airfreight.

10. Mackerel  -  Mackerel are easier to catch at night when they are in schools.  Just
learned how to use sonar to locate mackerel at night.  GO AHEAD 1 spaceand receive
$30 to put toward another new electronic fish finding tool.

11. Purse seine net  -  Go fishing in the Santa Barbara Channel to catch fish for the
cannery.  Use a purse seine net, the most effective gear to catch schooling fish like
sardines and mackerel.  GO AHEAD 2 spaces and receive $50 for catching a ton of
sardines.
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Navigation Sheet – 2
12. Kelp forest  -  The kelp forest harbors many small fish and is an important part
of the food chain.  Many different species eat kelp to survive.  Sea urchins live near
the kelp forest to be close to their primary food.  GO AHEAD 3 spaces and receive
$25 to spend in a sushi bar.

13. Sardines  -  Left to catch sardines at 12 noon but could not find any fish.
Spoke to an experienced fisherman on the radio who said it is easier to catch
sardines at night because they form schools, and when they swim they look like a
crescent moon glowing in the water.  He explained that the glow is caused by
bioluminescence.  GO BACK 4 spaces for not waiting for darkness to fish for
sardines.  Lose $30 to pay for extra fuel for the boat.

14. Shark  -  Thresher sharks and mako sharks are harvested with gillnets that
drift at night, attached to the boat.  Find a patch of green, nutrient-rich water after a
storm and catch 100 pounds of shark.  GO AHEAD 4 spaces for a successful night’s
fishing and receive $40 from sales to the processor, who will cut up the fish for
restaurants.

15. Bluefin tuna  -  Big bluefin tuna only swim near the shore of California once in
awhile.  Spotter pilots looking for sardines see a school of bluefin tuna in the Santa
Barbara Channel.  Set a purse seine net and catch 3 fish that weigh 300 pounds
each.  GO AHEAD 5 spaces and receive $60 for your lucky catch.

16. Ocean front  -  Ocean fronts are places where ocean currents meet, creating
turbulence and sharp temperature breaks in the water.   Food is usually abundant in
these frontal zones, attracting both bait fish and their predators.  Find an ocean front
and catch swordfish on the warm, blue-water side of the temperature break.  GO
AHEAD 3 spaces and receive $50 for your successful trip.

17. Drift gillnet  -  Find an ocean front and set a drift gillnet 60-feet below the
water surface to catch swordfish.  Gale force winds come up overnight.  The skipper
ties the net to the bow of the boat for a sea anchor.   When the wind dies 12 hours
later, the skipper turns the boat around to pull the net and finds that all the swordfish
in it have been eaten by sharks.  GO BACK 3 spaces and lose $40 for the lost catch.

18. Swordfish  -  It is a challenge to use a harpoon to catch swordfish.  It is also a
skill used by Native Americans more than two centuries ago.  GO AHEAD 3 spaces
and receive $30 to donate to a favorite natural history museum for carrying on an
American tradition.

19. Trawl gear  -  The catching bag, or codend, of a California halibut trawl net
has 7.5 inch mesh.  When harvesting prawns, the codend has a 1.5 inch mesh.  Use
a halibut net to catch prawns and lose your catch through the mesh.  GO BACK 4
spaces and lose $50 for not catching any prawns.
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Navigation Sheet – 3
20. Squid  -  Squid are attracted to the surface at night with bright lights.  Go fishing
for squid in January in southern California, turn on your deck lights and catch
schooling squid with a purse seine net.  GO AHEAD 3 spaces and receive $40 after
expenses.

21. Set gillnet  -  Use an old paper fathometer (fish finder) to set a gillnet near a
rocky outcropping 1,000 feet deep.  Miss the spot and catch no fish.  GO BACK 4
spaces and lose $25 to buy fuel for another trip.

22. Rockfish  -  Buy a new electronic fish finder and set a net near the rocky
outcropping 1,000 feet deep.  Hit the spot and this time catch 500 pounds of
bocaccio.   GO AHEAD 3 spaces and receive $35 from the processor to pay off the new
fish finder.

23. Dover sole  -  Catch Dover sole in very deep water after a storm.  GO AHEAD
4 spaces and receive $25 for braving the elements to catch fish for market.

24. Albacore tuna  -  In the warm water of El Niño, albacore tuna swim northward
toward British Columbia to escape the heat.   Miss the schools of tuna by fishing too far
south.  GO BACK 6 spaces and lose $55 to pay for more groceries for another trip.

25. Troller  -  Set out 6 lines on your troller to catch king salmon.  Fish all day, but
the fish aren’t biting.  GO BACK 4 spaces and lose $40 to buy fuel for another trip.

26. King salmon  -  Spend $100 on new color hoochies (fish lures) and catch
200 pounds of salmon at $2 a pound with them.  GO AHEAD 3 spaces and
receive $50, the amount left after paying for the new lures and fuel for the trip.

27. Rockfish  -  Use a color fish finder to locate rockfish in deep water over rocky
bottom.  Catch 200 pounds with hook-and-line gear, worth $1.50 a pound.   GO
AHEAD 3 spaces and receive $40 dollars, the profit after trip expenses.

28. Longline  -  One of many ways to fish with hook and line, longlines are often
stored in tubs that can hold 168 hooks each.    Each baited hook must be placed in
exact order around the rim of the tub or the line will tangle when it is set. Drop a hook
into the middle of the tub and snarl the longline.  GO BACK 3 spaces and lose $20 to
pay for lost fishing time while the crew untangles the line.

29. Lobster trap  -  Build 50 new traps for the coming lobster season to replace traps
lost in last year’s storms.   GO BACK 4 spaces and lose $35 to pay for the wire.

30. Lobster  -  Spiny lobsters live in underwater caves by day and come out at night
to feed.   Set traps near a cave and catch 10 big lobsters in one trap.  GO AHEAD 4
spaces and earn $50 profit for your catch.
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Navigation Sheet – 4

31. Channel Islands  -  The Channel Islands harbor abundant marine life, including
many forms of fish and shellfish.  The weather is good and your boat is fast; you cross
the channel and fish for three days with hook and line, catching 1,000 pounds of fish.
GO AHEAD 4 spaces and earn $60.

32. Urchin diver  -  Find a new “hot spot”, an area with a lot of sea urchins that
nobody else has picked yet.  Pick 700 pounds in one day at $1 per pound.  GO
AHEAD 3 spaces and receive $60 after paying for fuel, trip expenses, and boat
mortgage.

33. Buoy  -  Set a buoy to mark your trap.  A propeller from a passing boat cuts the
rope and the buoy drifts away, leaving the trap unmarked.  GO BACK 2 spaces and
lose $30, the time it takes to grapple up the trap.

34. Crab pot  -  Set off from Port of San Francisco just before Thanksgiving to catch
Dungeness crab.  The market pays a good price for your crab.  GO AHEAD 4 spaces
and receive $40.

35. Dungeness crab  -  The string of crab pots that you set 24 hours ago to catch
Dungeness crab have been sanded in due to a sudden storm.  GO BACK 5 spaces
and lose $50 for catching no crab.

36. Estuaries  -  The wetlands associated with estuaries provide food and habitat
critical to 70% of our nation’s fish species.  Almost 40,000 acres of wetlands are
destroyed each year.  Develop a campaign tohelp save the estuaries, including the
backwaters of San Francisco Bay.  GO AHEAD 5 spaces and receive $50 donated
from California fisher folks.

37. Golden Gate Bridge  -  Under this bridge is the entry to the Sacramento River
Delta and rivers where king salmon go to spawn.  The salmon’s path to the
Sacramento River must not be closed off if the salmon are to survive.  GO AHEAD 3
spaces and donate (pay) $50 to the Save the River fund.

38. Round-haul boat  -    This round-haul boat is a 50-year old wooden model in
need of repair.   GO BACK 4 spaces and pay $50 for a new rudder.

39. Sardines  -  The sardine population has grown large in this warm-water cycle.
There are millions of small sardines near Monterey but they are too small to pack in
regular sized cans.  GO AHEAD 4 spaces and invest (pay) $50 for new canning
equipment to pack the small size sardines.

40. Mackerel  -  Mackerel migrate north in warm-water El Niño cycles.  Large
schools of mackerel are spotted off Monterey and round-haul boats catch 100 tons.
GO AHEAD 3 spaces and pay $30 for an advertising campaign to sell nutritious
canned mackerel to hospitals.
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Navigation Sheet – 5
41. Round-haul net  -   This method of catching fish with a round-haul net (called a
lampara net) was brought to Monterey by Sicilian fishermen in the early 1900’s. GO
AHEAD 4 spaces and receive $40 for donating your old net to a maritime museum.

42. Monterey Bay  -  Monterey is a great place to observe California’s fishing
industry and to see many species of fish at the Monterey Bay Aquarium.  GO AHEAD 3
spaces and receive $20 for your trip to Monterey.

43. Big Sur coast  -  The cliffs and rocky shores of Big Sur, south of Monterey, are
dangerous.  You come too close to the rocks and damage your fishing boat.  GO BACK 5
spaces and lose $50 to patch up the hull of your boat.

44. Upwelling  -  In California, upwelling occurs in spring and fall when water on the
ocean surface is pushed away by strong northwest winds.  Cold water from the deep
ocean, loaded with nutrients, then rises to the surface in its place.  Upwelling provides
food for many types of sea life, including plants, bait fish and larger fish that feed on the
bait.   Northwest wind blows hard for a week, churning the water and building up food
supplies.  GO AHEAD 2 spaces and receive $10 to donate to a marine biology research
program.

45. Squid  -  The squid season in the Monterey area exends from April through
October.  You cannot locate squid in Monterey Bay so you prospect down the coast and
find many tons of squid near Morro Bay.  GO AHEAD 5 spaces and earn $40, your profit
after paying for extra fuel and trip expenses.

46. Dive boat  -  Your dive boat is fast and you reach the Channel Islands quickly,
beating other divers to work.  GO AHEAD 3 spaces and receive a $10 early bird bonus.

47. Sea urchins  -  Dive for sea urchins and harvest 300 pounds in one bag.  GO
AHEAD 4 spaces and receive $60 profit.

48. Rock crab  -  Three different types of rock crab are harvested in California’s
Golden Seas.  Set your traps and catch 100 pounds of yellow rock crab, the
mainstay southern California’s live crab market.  GO AHEAD 4 spaces andearn $40.

49. Point Conception  -  Point Conception is a landmark for fisher folk.  This is the
area where the northern and southern climates and ocean currents meet.  Point
Conception often is very windy.   Sail around Point Conception on a calm day.  GO
AHEAD 2 spaces and receive $10 for saving fuel.

50. Supermarket  -  Supermarkets are an important place to keep supplied with
fresh seafood.  Supermarkets must follow safety procedures to maintain high quality fish
and shellfish.  GO AHEAD 4 spaces and receive $30 to buy California seafood at a
supermarket.
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Navigation Sheet – 6

51. California halibut  -  California halibut is a flatfish with eyes on one side of its
head.  It likes to bury itself in the sand and ambush unsuspecting fish swimming by.
California halibut is one of the most popular fish caught near shore in California’s
Golden Seas.  GO AHEAD 2 spaces and receive $10 to buy a fresh California
halibut fillet.

52. Prawns  -  Fisher folk use trawl nets to harvest two types of prawns in
southern California.  Ridgeback prawns are caught in wintertime and spot prawns
are caught in summer.  Set a trawl net and catch ridgeback prawns out of season.
GO BACK 4 spaces and pay a $40 fine to the Department of Fish and Game.

53. Trawler (boat)  -  Set a trawl net for California halibut and tear it on an old car
engine that someone dumped in California’s coastal waters.  GO BACK 3 spaces
and lose $30 for time lost to mend the net.

54. Sea cucumber  -  Sea cucumbers are a marine animal that look like the
cucumber vegetable.  Start fishing for cucumbers but no one will buy them because
they don’t know what they are.  GO AHEAD 1 space and invest (pay) $60 to
advertise the availability of California sea cucumbers in the Asian market, where
cucumbers are a delicacy.

55. Lobster trap  -   Set your lobster traps near the beach.  Tending your traps
you find that someone has broken the trap door and stolen the lobster.   GO BACK
2 spaces and lose $15 for a new door and more bait.

56. California’s Golden Seas Port  -  You return home safely from the sea.  You
brought back garbage cans filled with garbage that you collected on the ocean
because you want the sea to be clean and healthy.  You care about California’s
golden seas.

– End –
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Balance Age 9, group or independent

and Care 45 minutes, indoors or outdoors

Objective: Evaluate why fisher folk care about the ocean environment.

Materials: Industry Challenges (see appendix), paper and markers,
pencils.

Get set
√ Review Industry Challenges.
√ Write the words LIFE, FOOD, LIVELIHOOD on three different sheets of

paper.

Go catch
√ Have the group sit in a circle.
√ Explain that balance and care of the sea environment are very important

for life, food and livelihood:
The sea contains life and many ecosystems.
The sea contains nutritious food for a variety of creatures, including
birds, fish and shellfish.
The sea supports communities and families with jobs.

√ Hold up each of the words and ask the group to think about the reasons that
the balance and care of our California Golden Seas are important.

√ Discuss the importance of balance and care for all creatures.
√ Write down key discussion words related to LIFE, FOOD, and LIVELIHOOD.
√ Develop a group poem, sea song, or rap lyric using some of the key words.
√ View “Protecting the Ocean” video.

Sailing
√ Share the poem, sea song, or rap lyric with family, friends or community

groups and organizations.
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